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Some say that web designers are rediscovering the scribble. Photoshop with its automatic slicing 

and tools for making HTML table layouts does map well onto the workflow of the average Web 

design studio. Yes, Photoshop prototypes are comfortable for graphic designers and impress client 

management, but their polish often conceals fundamental blunders in concept and architecture. 

They direct the focus of both designers and clients to looks and surfaces too early. Polished 

layouts also tend to look finished, prompting clients — who are often unfamiliar with design 

workflows — to start absurdly premature discussions about what they perceive as errors.

If you can smudge the pencil lines with your thumb, though, everybody knows this is a concept — 

malleable, informal, open to change. Pencil and paper are ubiquitous and familiar. Jacob Nielsen 

has been preaching early usability testing for over a decade now, and though his preferred tool is 

paper prototyping, few web design studios have followed his lead.

"Why don't design teams use paper prototyping? Is it because it's so expensive and time-

consuming that project managers regrettably decide to allocate resources elsewhere so they can 

ship on time?" asks Nielsen. His answer is conceptually clever: "Paper prototyping isn't used 

because people don't think they will get enough information from a method that is so simple and so 

cheap. It feels like you're cheating if you attempt to improve your project without investing more of 

the sweat of your brow."

Nielsen has a point, but he's wrong: the reason paper prototyping isn't used is simply that it's 

clumsy. Papers gets crumpled, torn and lost. You only leave your Post It-Notes outline on the wall 
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